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BEYOND THE PALE
Understanding the Anglo-Scottish borderlands
through mixed media artworks and artefacts

ZOE CHILDERLEY

RESEARCH OUTPUT

(above) Photograph from Beyond
the Pale
(overleaf)
Photographs from Beyond the
Pale, Otterburn Ranges

Beyond the Pale was an exhibition of mixed media artworks and
artefacts, first shown at Granary Gallery, Berwick upon Tweed,
27 October 2018 – 20 January 2019 and touring to Gracefield
Art Centre, Dumfries, 9 February – 23 March 2019.
The exhibition included photographs, accordion-fold books, objects
shaped from photographs, hand-drawn maps and landscape drawings.
These were the culmination of an investigation into the meaning and
character of the largely invisible border between England and Scotland
and the inhabitants and histories of the area on either side.
The initial research was the result of Childerley walking and studying the
96-mile border, meeting, interviewing and observing as part of an artist’s
residency with Visual Arts in Rural Communities (VARC), Northumberland
between April and September 2016. Work-in-progress produced during
the residency was shown at the VARC End of Residency Exhibition,
Highgreen Estate, Northumberland, September 2016. It also formed part
of a group exhibition, Mapping the Borders, held at Mac Arts, Galashiels,
1-13 November 2017. Childerley returned to make further photographs,
including aerial views, and developed the final exhibition with further
exploration through mapping, drawing, making and reflection on
national news and local dialogue collected through her experiences.
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Beyond the Pale

The Map is not the Territory from Beyond the Pale
Hand-produced keyed map showing description of the landscape quoted from
interviews with local people, detail shows bird flocking device
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Beyond the Pale

Concertina booklet from Beyond the Pale
created from hand-drawn and coloured
wrestler anatomies illustrating short textual
descriptions of the holds and moves of the
Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling
tradition of the borderland
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(above)
Photograph from Beyond the Pale
Newcastleton
(right)
Photograph from Beyond the Pale
Marshall Maedows
Sea Cliff Tunnel
(overleaf)
Photographs from
Beyond the Pale
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(above)
Photograph from Beyond the Pale
Keilder Forest
(left and overleaf)
Photographs from
Beyond the Pale
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(top) Installation photograph of Beyond the Pale exhibition
The Granary Gallery, Berwick
(bottom) The Debatable Lands accordian-fold publication
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Photographs from The Debatable
Lands publication
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Beyond the Pale
Hand-drawn interpretation of
topographic features based on
Ordnance Survey maps used during
Childerley’s walk
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Beyond the Pale
(above)
Tactile tetrahedra made from selected aerial
photographs
(left)
Aerial photograph from Beyond the Pale,
‘Solway Firth’
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Beyond the Pale

(top)
U.S. Border Wall Prototypes,
California
Drawing from Beyond the Pale
captioned: Trump’s new 30-feet
tall prototypes near San Diego
were showcased in 2018 costing
$33m. The total length of the
border between Mexico and the
United States is 3,201 km (1,989
mi), existing barriers cover more
than 930km 580 (mi). Since 1994,
about 10,000 people have died in
their attempt to cross the border.
(left)
The Distance of Blue
Walls of the World; Past, Present
and Future
Paintings from Beyond the Pale
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Beyond the Pale
Framed aerial photograph of
Solway Firth and drawn line map
of walking journey with daily
selections from European and
Anglo-Scottish news referencing
issues of borders, nationalities
and identites
(see detail on page 16)

Childerley set out to explore the border between England and
Scotland and the sense of belonging and nationhood in that
part of the United Kingdom.
She met its inhabitants, observed the activities they were undertaking
and the environments they lived in. She used photography to discover
how the landscape she found was informed by or contrasted with the
visual mythologies of the borderlands.
Her open question concerned the ways in which the border created or
developed identity and how that might be observed and portrayed.
Her specific, artist’s questions were
•
•

How can photography, mapping, drawing and text art challenge
existing imagery and ideas of the frontier and statehood,
nationalism and identity?
How can the border be presented in a new way to challenge
perceptions of the territory?

The successful refining of these questions resulted in an exhibition which
put questions back to the visitor. One exhibition reviewer, for example,
noted the inherent questions of the display: ‘In today’s troubled
world there are too many serious questions, including the ones Zoe
[Childerley] is asking about borders. Do we need them when they cause
so much trouble, or can we do without them? What do they tell us about
being human and on the edge?’ (Jones, 2018)
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

Beyond the Pale
Wall-mounted line drawing
mapping the borderland walk with
selected news added to dates in
the journey

The works were based on a residency during which Childerley
walked 96 miles from Solway to Tweed, investigating the
landscape and meeting its people. https://varc.org.uk/artists/
zoe-childerley/
It draws on methods of ‘walking as practice based-research’, established
by University of Sunderland’s Walking, Art, Landskip and Knowledge
research group (WALK) led by Mike Collier.
The walk in 2016 came two years after the Scottish independence
referendum and coincided with the Brexit vote – which provided one
of the headline quotations Childerley used from the day’s news. The
research was therefore conducted at a time when a heightened sense
of identity might have been expected, and when the visual myths of
the borderlands were being widely exploited by press and political
marketing.
The exhibition was toured to specific sites at border towns in order
to engage those people who would connect through their own
perceptions and questions. The ‘Borderlands Growth Deal’ plan was
finally submitted to government just prior to the exhibition opening in
Berwick-on-Tweed.
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RESEARCH PROCESS
The project aimed to gather information
and take an interpretative stance on many
of the issues surrounding the Anglo-Scottish
border, whilst recognising the wider context of
borderland habitation.

Following the post-residency phase, Childerley
returned to the borderlands in order to produce
more considered and reflective photography and
to use handdrawing and topographical imagery
to examine the subject further. Taking an original
cross-artform approach to interpretation, Childerley’s
methods included making still and moving image
work; aerial photography and a re-examination of
the lives and cultures she had first discovered on the
research walk.

Childerley walked the largely unmarked border
as part of an artist’s residency with VARC between
April and September 2016. During the border walk
Childerley met people who live on both sides of the
line, learning about their relationship with place,
past and present and their underestimated cultural
identity as Borderers rather than either Scots or
English. The research took a phenomenological
approach as it was important to experience this
unique border landscape physically and viscerally,
exploring and better understanding the role and
potential of walking as a practice-based research
method.

The culminatory exhibition Beyond the Pale was first
shown at the Granary Gallery, Berwick-upon-Tweed
between 27 October 2018 – 20 January 2019. It
brought together a diverse selection of works that
interpreted the issues of border identities, using
drawn, written and photographic material. These
strategies and methods included: identifying
and recording political news in local and national
newspapers at the time of the walk, for example
stories on refugees, mass migration, Scottish
independence and Brexit; mapping and surveying
techniques and histories, such as hand-drawn
topographies and tactile tetrahedra composed of
aerial photographs; conducting interviews; bookmaking; documenting local sporting and cultural
activities; and collating border ballads, a folk tradition
still celebrated locally.

Childerley also facilitated workshops, before and
after the walk, recruiting a broad demographic of
the border population. The workshop activities
addressed the question of how residents understand
and express fluctuations in national and cultural
identity, using visual cartography to open up a
conversation about perceived identities, notions of
nationhood, landscape and belonging in the twentyfirst century.
Selected aspects of the work produced directly from
the residency were released as a limited edition
publication, The Debatable Lands (2016), containing
photogaphs and a line map of the walking journey
with collected news headlines reflecting the political
contexts of border habitation, including the Brexit
vote and conflict at the Israeli-Lebanese border.
A post-residency display, also called ‘The Debatable
Lands’ was part of the VARC Mapping the Borders
exhibition at Mac Arts, Galashiels, 1-13 November
2017. This allowed reflection on the work to be
informed by the context of other researchers
on border identities and gave work-in-progress
feedback at a crucial stage (Koszerek, 2016). As well
as the accordian-fold publication, the exhibition
included the line-drawn map and a selection of
photographs, some of which had superimposed text
derived from interview quotation and the concurrent
news headlines.
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Beyond the Pale

Work-in-progress sketchbook and
photography
(top) Border sketch book, 2016
(above) Photograph of Carter Fell
(right) Scarecrow border guard at
the foot of Scots Dyke
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Beyond the Pale

Field work photography and
mapping
(top) Childerley in the VARC
studio at Highgreen Estate,
Northumberland
(left) The Lochmaben Stone,
traditional marker for the Western
end of the border and meeting
point for the Wardens of the
Marches and raiding parties
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Beyond the Pale

VARC End of Residency Exhibition
Highgreen Estate, Northumberland
September 2016
(above and right)
‘The Debatable Lands’ publication
open and front cover
(overleaf)
Entrance and map display
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Beyond the Pale

VARC End of Residency
Exhibition Highgreen Estate,
Northumberland
September 2016
Photograph with text and
complete map display
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS
Childerley’s research makes visible a littlerecorded border landscape (there is no public
footpath) as a site of political significance
in the context of the Scottish independence
referendum, Brexit and tightening borders in
Europe.
The photographs, ‘are full of geometries, edges,
mists and fadings, in trees, rocks and water. They
are an intriguing mix of constructed abstraction and
documentary style, which gives them a psychological
charge, and echoes the likelihood that the stories she
was told by locals were partly what really happened
and partly mythic embellishment.’ (Pritchard, 2018)
The images communicate the societal, historical and
political understanding of these territories. They are
a mix of constructed abstraction and documentary
style, reflecting the stories told by ‘borderers,’ and are
created to be in part a historical record and partly a
mythic embellishment.
The exhibition gives a visual understanding of how
the Borderlanders inhabit that world and think about
their identities. It explores how arrangements of
photographic work can develop this understanding
for audiences, using playful artefacts such as the
concertina book, drawings, snippets of media
alongside carefully arranged photographs, printed
to a variety of scales, and laid out in the space sometimes across each other or placed high, low
or at a remove - to encourage the sense of an
exploratory journey through the exhibition that
parallels Childerley’s process of research and making.
The photographic review, Source, drew on The
Debatable Lands book included in the exhibition
and published separately, in an article on innovative
photobooks and their ability to bring understanding
through new juxtapositions of word and image:
‘Childerley’s progress… brought her into contact with
people whose sense of identity is tied as much to
the land and its rhythms as it is to the largely invisible
political border that separates Scotland from its
neighbour to the south.’ (Source, 2017)

(top) Photographic image from field-work
(middle and bottom) Beyond the Pale
images and text in context on gallery walls;
crafted tetrahedra from aerial photography
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DISSEMINATION
Beyond the Pale was exhibited in two borderland gallery spaces
in 2018-19.
Beyond the Pale. Granary Gallery, Berwick-upon-Tweed, 27 October
2018 – 20 January 2019 http://www.berwickvisualarts.co.uk/whatson/147/zoe-childerley-beyond-the-pale
Beyond the Pale. Gracefield Art Centre, Dumfries, 9 February – 23 March
2019. https://www.dumfries-and-galloway.co.uk/entertainment/
downloads/0239-18_Gracefield_programme_Winter_201819.pdf
The exhibition was well reviewed, with commentary noting the process
of the research and the effectiveness of the exhibition in promoting new
thinking on border identity:
‘… a detailed cartographic rendering by an artist who has immersed
herself within the culture, the politics, the landscape and the
communities of the Border.’
Dr Mike Collier, Walking, Art, Landskip, and Knowledge research
centre (WALK), University of Sunderland.
‘Childerley has an energetic but organised visual appetite: there is
complexity and conceptual strength in this work…. she has provoked a
contemplation of borderlands that is gently anthropological as well as
artistic.’ (Pritchard, 2018)
The accordion-fold book, The Debatable Lands, was published in 2016
and was included in Beyond the Pale. It was was referenced in Source,
The Photographic Review (Spring 2017) as an example of innovative
expression: recognising the challenge of a photobook where ‘the
dialectic between words when the subject of a book is a sense of place,
self and belonging that can’t be easily expressed in either form.’
Together with the book, two preliminary exhibitions showed the initial
findings of the research, the first directly following the initial residency
(Koszerek, 2016). Each formed part of the developmental process:
End of Residency Exhibition. 11 - 25 September 2016. Highgreen, Tarset,
Hexham, Northumberland. https://varc.org.uk/end-of-residencyexhibition/
‘The Debatable Lands’. Mapping the Borders. Mac Arts, Galashiels,
1-13 November 2017. https://www.ingepanneels.com/mapping-theborders-project.
Images of the exhibition and details of the photographs and drawings
have been made available online at http://www.zoechilderley.co.uk and
by individual galleries.
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Beyond the Pale
(top) Granary Gallery, Berwickupon-Tweed, 27 October
2018 – 20 January 2019
(bottom)
Gracefield Art Centre,
Dumfries, 9 February – 23
March 2019
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Beyond the Pale

Press coverage of
Beyond the Pale
(Pritchard, 2018)
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Beyond the Pale
Press coverage of
Beyond the Pale
(right)
artwork 205
Nick Jones, ‘Border intelligence’
(below)
Source: The Photographic Review
References Childerley’s The
Debatable Lands in an article
discussing contemporary,
influential and innovative
photobooks
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Beyond the Pale

Press coverage of
VARC residency
(Koszerek, 2016)
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(overleaf)
Accordion fold book detail
The Debatable Lands
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